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By foot to the city centre

Arrival by train

Reaching the B&B CAMPIELLO ZEN by foot is really easy:
15/20 minutes from Piazzale Roma (arrival by car) and
10/15 minutes from the train station (arrival by train). The B&B
is just 50m away from the vaporetto stop ‘Riva di Biasio’ without
any bridges to cross, from here public transport ACTV (line 1, 51,
52) brings you along the Canale Grande including Rialto bridge,
San Marco, Lido (beach), Murano, Burano and Torcello.

The train station Santa Lucia is only 8 minutes by foot (see
map for detail), otherwise you can take the vaporetto Linea 1
in direction “Lido” for one stop and get off at “Riva di Biasio”,
the B&B is located at 50m from the stop without any bridges to
cross.*.

*After getting off from the vaporetto at the stop ‘Riva di Biasio’
turn left on the riverside of the Canale Grande, keep straight
on until the end of the riverside and turn right into Rio Terà,
after 20 meters you will find the B&B on the right at the street
number 1285.
It can be arranged for you to be picked up at this stop and led to the B&B.
The ticket for the vaporetto is very expensive in Venice (6,50€ per person per
journey), so if you consider visiting the city via public transport it is advisable
to purchase a touristic ticket (12-24-36-48-72 hours) or the Venice Card (public
transport and reductions in museums). For more information visit the webpage
of ACTV and HelloVenezia at the bottom of this page.

Arrival by plane
From the airport Marco Polo to Venice:
- WATER TAXI: directly from the airport to Riva di Biasio on the
Canal Grande next to the B&B Campiello Zen (110€ for up to 4
people with luggage);
- TAXI: to Piazzale Roma 40€
(20 minutes);
- PUBLIC TRANSPORT: buses to Venice from the airport in
20 minutes (ACTV €orange bus n°5 9€ (or €10€ bus+waterbus);
ATVO: blue bus, ticket 5€);
Once arrived in Piazzale Roma you have two possibilities:

Arrival by car

By foot: the B&B is within walking distance of 10 minutes (see map).

Several car parks with 24h attendants can be found in the
industrial area of Marghera between Mestre and Venice before
the “Ponte della Liberta’ “bridge. Costs are 4.50/5.00€ per day.
Public buses get to Venice-Piazzale Roma in 5 minutes.
The parking spaces at Piazzale Roma (Communal, San Marco and
other smaller ones) charge 24€ per day.

By Vaporetto: Linea 1 in direction “Lido”, get off at the second
stop “Riva di Biasio” ,the B&B is located at 50m from the stop
without any bridges to cross (see map for details)*.

Once arrived in Piazzale Roma you have two possibilities:
By foot: the B&B is within walking distance of 15/20 minutes
(see map).
By Vaporetto: Linea 1 in direction “Lido”, get off at the second
stop “Riva di Biasio” ,the B&B is located at 50m from the stop
without any bridges to cross (see map for details)*.

Rio Terà 1285
Santa Croce
Venezia

ph +39 041 71 03 65
mob +39 328 56 23 431
info@campiellozen.com

